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There appears to be no hope of finding any
survivors. An investigator with Indonesia’s
National Transportation Safety Committee (KNKT)
told news agency Reuters that authorities hoped to
find the black boxes on Monday. He added that it

11.01.2021

was possible that the plane broke apart when it hit

SRIWIJAYA AIR CRASH: INDONESIA
DIVERS SEARCH WRECKAGE AS BLACK
BOX HUNT RESUMES

water, based on debris found so far. “It possibly
ruptured when it hit waters because if it had
exploded mid-air the debris would be distributed
more widely,” said Nurchayo Utomo. Investigators
are already analyzing items which they believe to
be a wheel and part of the plane’s fuselage. A
turbine from one of its engine is also among the
debris that has been recovered.
The Sriwijaya Air passenger plane departed from
Jakarta’s main airport at 14:36 local time (07:36
GMT) on Saturday. Minutes later, at 14:40 the last
contact with the plane was recorded with the call

T

sign SJY182, according to the transport ministry.
he Indonesian navy has released
footage of divers searching through the
wreckage of a passenger plane which
crashed into the sea at the weekend as

the hunt for its black boxes resumes. Sriwijaya Air
Boeing 737 left Jakarta with 62 people on board,
but vanished from the radar on its way to Borneo
Island on Saturday. Search teams have already
found aircraft parts and human remains. One
official stressed the urgency of the search mission
which resumed on Monday morning calling it a

The usual flight time to Pontianak in West
Kalimantan province in the west of the island of
Borneo is 90 minutes. There were thought to be 50
passengers- including seven children and three
babies and 12 crew on board, though the plane has
a capacity of 130. Everybody on board was
Indonesian, officials say. The plane is thought to
have dropped more than 3,000m (10,000ft) in less
than a minute according to flight tracking website
Flightradar24.com. Witness say they saw and heard
at least one explosion.

“24-hour” operation. “It’s going to be an around

The missing aircraft is not a 737 Max, the Boeing

the-clock operation” Rasman MS, head of the

model that was grounded from March 2019 until

search and rescue agency’s crash operation told

last December following two deadly crashes.

reporters. “There will be no breaks. The sooner we

According to registration details, the plane was a

can find the victims, the better.” According to news

26-year-old Boeing 737-500. It was in good

wire AFP, some 2,600 personnel are currently

condition, Sriwijaya Air chief executive Jefferson

involved in the search operation along with dozens

Irwin Jauwena told reporters. Take-off had been

of boats and helicopters which are hauling body

delayed for 30 minutes due to heavy rain he said.

parts, wreckage and passengers clothing from water

Sriwijaya Air founded in 2003, is a local budget

about 23 meters (75ft) deep.

airline which flies to Indonesian and other south

east Asian destination. The plane went missing

area of the country’s northwest. It’s described on its

about 20km (12 miles) north of the capital Jakarta

website as “a bold and audacious dream” that will

not far from where another flight crashed in

become a hub for new technologies and businesses.

October 2018. A total of 189 died when an
Indonesian Lion Air light plunged into the sea
about 12 minutes after take-off from the city. That
disaster was blamed on a series of failures in the
plane’s design but also faults by the airline and the

The project has been plagued by skepticism and
political controversy since its launch. Analysts
question if it’s realistic and can attract the
investment needed.

pilots. It was one of two crashes that led regulators

“The backbone of investment in The Line will

to pull the Boeing 737 Max from service. The

come from the $500 billion support to Neom by the

model resumed passenger flights in December after

Saudi government, PIF and local and global

a systems overhaul.

investors over10 years ,” the prince told reporters in
l-Ula, referring to Saudi Arabia’s Public Investment
Fund.

11.01.2021
SAUDI CROWN PRINCE PLANS CAR-FREE
CITY FOR FUTURE BEYOND OIL

12.01.2021
‘YOU MOVE, MR. PRESIDENT’: NORTH

S

KOREA SETS THE STAGE FOR BIDEN
audi Arabia, the world’s top oil
producer, on Sunday announced the
launch of an eco-city “with zero cars,
zero streets and zero carbon

emissions”. The 170 kilometer-long (106 mile-long
) development called “The Line” will be part of the

N

orth Korean leader Kim Jong-un
celebrates his birthday with a long
wish-list of new weapons. It
included more accurate long-range

$500 billion project called “Neom,” the crown

missiles, super large warheads, spy satellites and a

prince said in a television speech on Sunday.

nuclear powered submarines. The military plans

Construction is planned to start I the first quarter.

announced during one of the biggest political

A news release described The Line as a walkable
“belt of hyper-connected future communities,
without cars and roads and built around nature.” It
said the city would have 1 million residents and
create 380,000 jobs by 2030. The infrastructure will
cost $100 billion to $200 billion, the crown prince
said.

events in North Korea in the last five years may
sound threatening and it is indeed at threat. But it’s
also a challenge. The timing of this message is key
as it comes as US President- elect Joe Biden
prepares to take office. Mr. Kim who has also now
been promoted to Secretary General (the highest
rank of the ruling Worker’s Party) is struggling to
be heard outside his own country amidst the current

Neom is the crown jewel of Prince Mohammed’s

tumult in the US. But if the incoming US

plan to diversify the economy of the world’s largest

administration harbors any hope of preventing Mr.

crude exporter. Announced in 2017, the project

Kim’s nuclear ambitions now might be the time to

spans more than 10,000 square miles in a remote

listen. “Kim’s announcements no doubt are meant

to emphasize to the incoming US administration

unconditionally,” Duyeon Kim said. “Even if

that a failure to take quick action will result in

negotiations resumed Kim’s price is high for any

North Korea qualitatively advancing its capabilities

deal because he’s been suggesting Cold War-style

in ways deleterious to US and South Korea

arms control talks in which both sides take mutual

interests”, said Ankit Panda, author of Kim Jong-un

and reciprocal steps. But that doesn’t make sense

and the Bomb adding that Joe Biden’s

because there’s no parity between US and North

administration should take this seriously.

Korea nuclear arsenals.”

Mr. Kim and Donald Trump met three times but

South Korea has been more than hinting that the

they failed to reach any agreement to end North

Biden administration should signal to Pyongyang

Korea’s nuclear weapons programme or the current

that it is willing to talk. President Moon Jae-in said

crippling economic sanctions imposed on

again in his New Year address that he was willing

Pyongyang by the US and the UN. The question

to meet North Korea’s leader “anytime and

being asked on the Korean peninsula are whether

anywhere”.

Joe Biden can do any better and whether he should

branch and often dismisses Seoul as a player in

take Mr. Kim’s threats seriously. “I think the

these discussions. He battled away suggestions of

president-elect should take that at face value and as

aid or collaboration on Covid-19 medications and

soon as possible clarify his perspective on what

vaccines. Jeongmin Kim an analyst from NK News,

objectives his administration will seek in potential

said it was “time Seoul lowered its expectations”.

negotiations with North Korea,” said Mr. Panda. “If

“This party congress made it even clearer to

Kim sees no shift from the traditional US emphasis

President Moon that North Korea is not interested

on comprehensive and total nuclear disarmament

in the symbolic, small stuff like inter-Korean

before any sanctions can be eased, I’d think he’ll

cooperation. But as with the US, North Korea did

simply push ahead with testing and other

not close the doors completely on Moon’s face but

activities,” he added.

left it conditional almost saying let’s see how you

In his speech to the thousands of delegates at the
Worker’s Party Congress, Mr. Kim described the
US as his country’s “biggest enemy”- he also added
that he did not “rule out diplomacy”. The summits
may have failed but they have been glorified in
technicolor in the main hall of the party Congress
as an “event of the greatest significance in the
history of world politics.” So there is wiggle room
if Joe Biden wishes to use it. But Duyeon Kim,
Adjunct Senior Fellow at the Centre for a New
American Security, said the US would have to
make the first move and any deal will come at a
cost. “Kim Jong-un’s price for the US is ending
combined military drills with Seoul, removing
sanctions and refraining from making human rights
criticisms before talks. Washington won’t do these

But Kim Jong-un rejected this olive

behave. It is a tall order, siding less with the US
and holding hands with North Korea. Mr. Moon
can’t do that. But because North Korea left it as
conditional and did not sever ties completely, Seoul
will likely hold on to that hope and probably go
ahead with what it can do continued olive branches
about public health co-operation to at least manage
the risk of blowing up, until Moon’s term is over in
2022,” said Jeongmin Kim. So all the roads to a
deal appear to lead through Washington. The new
administration has a growing and demanding list of
priorities; North Korea is just one of them and is
struggling to get any attention. However, most
analysts believe that if the US president-elect fails
to respond quickly, North Korea will take action,
probably by testing ballistic missiles. Kim Jong-un

has set the stage. His message now is “Your move,

did not showcase North Korea’s largest

Mr. Biden.”

intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM) which was
unveiled at a much larger military parade in
October. That colossal weapon is believed to be
able to deliver a nuclear warhead to anywhere in

15.01.2021

the US and its size had surprised even seasoned
NORTH KOREA UNVEILS NEW

analysts when it was put on show last year.

SUBMARINE-LAUNCHED MISSILE

T

he missile was debuted at a military
parade which came at the end of an
important and a rare political
meeting. North Korea has unveiled a

new type of submarine-launched ballistic missile,
described by state as “the world’s most powerful
weapon”. Several of the missiles were displayed at
a parade overseen by leader Kim Jong-un reported
state media. The show of military strength comes
days before the inauguration of Joe Biden as US
president. It also follows a rare political meeting
where Mr. Kim decried the US as his country’s
“biggest enemy”. Images released by North Korean
state media showed at least four large black and
white missiles being driven past flag-waving
crowds.

In his address to members at the end of a five year
congress ruling Worker’s Party last week Mr. Kim
had pledged to expand North Korea’s nuclear
weapon and military potential outlining a list of
desired weapons including long range ballistic
missiles capable of being launched from land or sea
and “super-large warheads”. He also said that the
US was Pyongyang's "biggest obstacle for our
revolution and our biggest enemy... no matter who
is in power, the true nature of its policy against
North Korea will never change". The unveiling of

Analysts noted it was a previously unseen weapon.

the new missiles appears designed to send the

“New year, new Pukguksong,” tweeted North

incoming US administration a message of the

Korea expert Ankit Panda using the North Korean

North's military prowess, say experts. "They'd like

name for their submarine launched ballistic

us to notice that they're getting more proficient with

missiles (SLBMs). Clad in a leather coat and fur

larger solid rocket boosters," Mr. Panda tweeted.

hat, Mr. Kim is pictured smiling and waving as he
watched the display in Pyongyang’s Kim Il Sung
Square which also included infantry troop’s
artillery and tanks.

Over the last four years, Pyongyang has had an
erratic relationship with the US under President
Donald Trump's administration. Mr. Kim and Mr.
Trump engaged in mutual insults and threats of war

“The world’s most powerful weapon, submarine-

before an unprecedented summit in Singapore in

launch ballistic missile entered the square one after

2018 and declarations of love by the outgoing US

another, powerfully demonstrating the might of the

leader. Despite the apparent warming of relations,

revolutionary armed forces,” the official Korean

little concrete progress was made on negotiations

Central News Agency said. The event on Thursday

over North Korea's nuclear programme and a

second summit in Hanoi in 2019 broke down after
the US refused Pyongyang's demands for sanctions
relief.

16.01.2001
INDONESIA EARTHQUAKE: DOZENS
DEAD AS SEARCH FOR SURVIVORS
CONTINUES

15.01.2021
JOE BIDEN UNVEILS $1.9TN US
ECONOMIC RELIEF PACKAGE

P

A

powerful earthquake has hit
Indonesia’s Sulawesi Island,
killing at least 42 people. People
there is more feared about the

resident-elect Joe Biden outlined a

death as rescuers search for more survivors. The 6.2

$1.9 trillion stimulus package

magnitude earthquake was struck on Friday

proposal on Thursday, saying bold

morning, just hours after an earlier, smaller tremor.

investment was needed to jump start

the economy and accelerate the distribution of
vaccines to bring the coronavirus under control.
The proposed plan includes $1 trillion for
household, and roughly $440 billion for small
business communities particularly hard hit by the
pandemic, with direct payment of $1,400 to all
Americans and $415 billion to boost COVID-19
vaccine rollout.
What’s the coronavirus plan?
Mr. Biden wants to pump $20bn into vaccinating
Americans, including setting up mass vaccination
hubs and dispatching mobile units to remote areas.
Two effective vaccines were delivered under the
Trump administration, but health officials say the
rollout needs to speed up.
So far, about 11 million doses of the vaccine have
been administered in the US, according to the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC).His plan also calls for $50bn to expand
testing and $130bn to help most schools reopen by
the spring. The plan would fund the hiring of
100,000 public health workers for contact tracing.

Hundreds of people were injured and thousands
displaced by the earthquake that was hit.
Indonesia has a history of devastating earthquake
and tsunamis which has killed a lot of people. The
highest death rate was 2,000 which happened in
2018 Sulawesi earthquake.
Eight people died when the five storey Mitra
Manakarra Hospital in Mamju partially collapsed
on this Friday, the officials said. About 60 people,
were safely evacuated from the hospital.
“It happened so quickly around 10 seconds,”
Syamsu Ridwan, a local police spokesman told
BBC. He said the power in the hospital has cut out
during the earthquake.
Officials fear that the death toll would increase as
rescue efforts continue. Rescuers were still

searching for survivors late on Friday but they have

'HAPPY AND PROUD': AIR INDIA FLIGHT'S

been hampered by power cuts and poor mobile

ALL-WOMAN CREW WELCOMED BY

phone searches. Indonesian President Joko Widodo

ELATED CROWD IN BENGALURU

offered condolences to the victims urging people to
stay calm and for the authorities to step up search
efforts. The epicenter of Friday’s earth quake was
six kilometers (3.73 miles) northeast of Majene city
at a depth of 10km.
Video footage on social media showed collapsed

C

reating history, Air India's longest
flight from San Francisco to
Bengaluru with an all- woman
crew landed in the city on

houses and a girl pinned under rubble calling for

Monday. As the flight (AI-176) landed at the

help. The situation was “pretty bad”, Dr. Gayatri

Kempegowda International Airport in Bengaluru

Marliyani of the geology department at Gajah

and the crew members walkedto the airport lounge,

Mada University in Yogykarta told the BBC. She

there was a huge crowd of people to receive them

said the governor’s office was among the collapsed

with elation and joy for setting a new record of an

buildings and confirmed that several hospitals and

all-woman crew flying the longest distance over the

one hotel had also been damaged. She also warned

North Pole.

that getting response teams to the area could be
hampered by the coronavirus pandemic.
Tremors were felt at around 01:00 local time on
Friday (17:00 Thursday GMT) for about seven
seconds. No tsunami warning was issued but
thousands are reported to have left their homes
fleeing to safety. Authorities have warned that
strong aftershock could follow the two main quakes
and that they could still trigger a tsunami.
Indonesia is prone to earthquake because it lies on

Air India had said earlier this will be the longest

the so called Ring of Fire a line of frequent quakes

commercial flight in the world to be operated by it

and volcanic eruptions on the Pacific rim. In 2004 a

or any other airline in India.

tsunami triggered by an earthquake off the
Indonesian island of Sumatra killed 26,000 people

The direct distance between the two cities at

across the Indian Ocean including more than

opposite ends of the world is 13,993 km with a time

120,000 in Indonesia. The Indian Ocean tsunami of

zone change of around 13.5 hours.

2004 killed 170,000 people on the Indonesian
island of Sumatra after a quake of magnitude 9.1.

Amid the cheers and clapping, the four womenCaptain Zoya Aggarwal, Captain Papagari
Thanmai, Captain Akansha Sonaware and Captain

NATIONAL NEWS

Shivani Manhas- responded by showing the thumbs
up sign.

Sporting a black uniform and donning the Air

particular day, it had said in a statement on the eve

India's cap, the women were received at thea airport

of the historic flight.

by the Air India team members which had put out a
banner reading, "A warm welcome to our guests on
the inaugural flight of AI 176, January 11, 2021 -San Francisco to Bengaluru."

AVIAN INFLUENZA CONFIRMED IN 7
STATES: WHAT WE KNOW SO FAR

Union Minister for Civil Aviation, Hardeep Singh
Puri tweeted, "In a moment to cherish & celebrate,
women professionals of Indian civil aviation create
history.
Heartiest Congratulations to Capt Zoya Aggarwal,
Capt Papagari Thanmai, Capt Akansha Sonaware &
Capt Shivani for flying over North Pole to land in
Bengaluru from San Francisco."

A

s many as 1,200 birds were found
dead across India on Saturday,
including 900 in a poultry farm in
Maharashtra, with the Centre

saying that the outbreak of avian influenza has been
reported in Uttar Pradesh, taking the total number
of affected states to seven. These include Kerala,

Air India too greeted the crew members by

Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh, Himachal Pradesh,

tweeting: "Welcome Home Capt Zoya Agarwal,

Haryana, Gujarat, and Uttar Pradesh.

Capt Papagari Thanmei, Capt
Akanksha & Capt Shivani after completing a
landmark journey with touchdown @BLRAirport.
Kudos for making Air India proud.

WHAT WE KNOW SO FAR
After confirmation of Avian Influenza positive
samples in poultry (two poultry farms) of
Panchkula district of Haryana, the state has

We also congratulate passengers of AI176 for being

deployed 9 Rapid Response teams and control and

part of this historic moment."

containment operation is underway in both the
epicenters. Samples of crow/wild birds have been

The San Francisco Airport authorities too rejoiced

confirmed for Avian Influenza (H5) from Surat

in the success.

district of Gujarat and Sirohi district of Rajasthan.

They tweeted, "Congratulations @airindiain on a
historic flight! Flight AI176 was piloted by an all
female cockpit crew for the landmark journey from
#SFO over the North Pole to @BLRAirport."
Flight AI176 departed from San Francisco in the
USA at around 8.30 pm (local time) on Saturday
and landed at the Kempegowda International
Airport at around 3.45 am (local time) on Monday.
The total flight time on this route will be more than
17 hours depending on the wind speed on that

Further, reports of unusual deaths of 86 crows and
2 egrets were received from Kangra district
(Himachal Pradesh).

Reports of unusual mortality of wild birds have

Alappuzha: Animal Husbandry Department cull

also been received from Nahan, Bilaspur, and

ducks en masse following detection of Avian

Mandi (Himachal Pradesh) and samples have been

Influenza (H5N8), in Alappuzha district of Kerala,

sent to the designated laboratory for testing.

Tuesday, Jan. 5, 2021.

The Ministry of Fisheries, Animal Husbandry &

As many as 1,200 birds were found dead across

Dairying has issued advisories to the affected states

India on Saturday, including 900 in a poultry farm

so as to avoid further spread of disease.

in Maharashtra, with the Centre saying that the
outbreak of avian influenza has been reported in

So far, the disease has been confirmed from seven

Uttar Pradesh, taking the total number of affected

states -- Kerala, Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh,

states to seven. These include Kerala, Rajasthan,

Himachal Pradesh, Haryana, Gujarat and Uttar

Madhya Pradesh, Himachal Pradesh, Haryana,

Pradesh.

Gujarat, and Uttar Pradesh.

Test reports of the samples sent to the designated

At 18 million, India has the world's largest diaspora

laboratory from Delhi, Maharashtra are still

population

awaited. Further, no samples have been confirmed
positive in wild birds from Balod district,
Chhattisgarh which were tested earlier.
Control and containment have been completed in
both the affected districts of Kerala and Post
Operational Surveillance Programme guidelines
have been issued to the State of Kerala.
The central teams formed for monitoring the
situation in the affected areas of the country are
visiting the affected sites. One of the central teams
reached Kerala on January 9, 2021, and is presently
monitoring the epicenter sites and conducting an
epidemiological investigation. Another central team
reached Himachal Pradesh on January 10, 2021,
and undertaking a survey in the affected areas.
States have been requested to build awareness
among the public and avoid the spread of
misinformation regarding AI. States/ UTs have
been requested to increase surveillance around
water bodies, live bird markets, zoos, poultry
farms, etc. proper disposal of a carcass, and
strengthening of bio-security in poultry farms.

United Nations: India has the largest diaspora
population in the world with 18 million people
from the country living outside their homeland in
2020, according to a report by the United Nations,
which says the UAE, the US and Saudi Arabia host
the largest number of migrants from India.
The report 'International Migration 2020
Highlights', by the Population Division of the UN
Department of Economic and Social Affairs (UN
DESA) released on Friday, said the spatial
distribution of transnational populations varies
greatly and India's diaspora, the largest in the

world, is distributed across a number of major

worldwide. Preliminary estimates suggest that the

countries of destination.

pandemic may have slowed the growth in the stock
of international migrants by around 2 million by

In 2020, 18 million persons from India were living

mid-2020, 27 per cent less than the growth

outside their country of birth. Other countries with

expected since mid-2019.

a large diaspora population included Mexico and
Russia (11 million each), China (10 million) and

The report added that growth in the number of

Syria (8 million).

international migrants has been robust over the last
two decades, reaching 281 million people living

India's large diaspora is distributed across the

outside their countries of origin in 2020, up from

United Arab Emirates (3.5 million), the United

173 million in 2000 and 221 million in 2010.

States of America (2.7 million) and Saudi Arabia
(2.5 million). Other countries hosting large

Currently, international migrants represent about

numbers of Indian migrants included Australia,

3.6 per cent of the world's population. Between

Canada, Kuwait, Oman, Pakistan, Qatar and the

2000 and 2020, the number of migrants grew in

United Kingdom, the report said.

179 countries or areas. Germany, Spain, Saudi
Arabia, the United Arab Emirates and the United

China and Russia also have spatially diffused

States of America gained the largest number of

diasporas. Between 2000 and 2020, the size of the

migrants during that period.

migrant population abroad grew for nearly all
countries and areas of the world.

In contrast, 53 countries saw a decline in
international migrant population between 2000 and

India experienced the largest gain during that

2020.

period at nearly 10 million, followed in order of
magnitude by Syria, Venezuela, China and the

Armenia, India, Pakistan, Ukraine and the United

Philippines.

Republic of Tanzania were among the countries
that experienced the most pronounced declines, the

The US remained by far the largest country of

report said, adding that in many cases the declines

destination of international migrants with 51

resulted from the old age of the migrant

million migrants in 2020, equal to 18 per cent of

populations or the return of refugees and asylum

the world's total.

seekers to their countries of origin.

Germany hosted the second largest number of

In 2020, 63 million, or 23 per cent of the total

migrants worldwide at around 16 million, followed

international migrants population, at 281 million,

by Saudi Arabia (13 million), Russia (12 million)

were born in Europe.

and the United Kingdom (9 million). Of the top 20
destinations of international migrants in 2020, all

Central and Southern Asia was the birthplace of the

but three were high-income or upper-middle-

second largest number of international migrants (51

income countries.

million), followed by Latin America and the
Caribbean (43 million), Eastern and South-Eastern

The report noted that the COVID-19 pandemic has

Asia (38 million), Northern Africa and Western

disrupted all forms of human mobility through the

Asia (38 million) and sub-Saharan Africa (28

closing of national borders and halting of travel

million). Relatively few migrants globally

USD 470 billion in 2021, a decline of USD 78

originated from Northern America (4 million) or

billion or 14 per cent.

Oceania (2 million).
In these two decades, some regional migration
corridors grew rapidly. The corridor Central and

INDIAN ARMY CHIEF WARNS, SAYS 'DON'T

Southern Asia to Northern Africa and Western Asia

COMMIT THE MISTAKE OF TESTING OUR

grew the most, with 13 million migrants added

PATIENCE'

between 2000 and 2020, more than tripling in size.
"The majority of that increase resulted from labour
migration from Bangladesh, India, Pakistan, Nepal
and Sri Lanka to the countries of the Gulf
Cooperation Council (GCC)," the report said.

I

n a stern message, Indian army chief
general Manoj Mukund Naravane on
Friday said that while India believes in
finding the resolution of disputes

The report noted that while it is too soon to

through discussions and political efforts, no one

understand the full extent of the COVID-19

should commit the mistake of testing the country's

pandemic in 2020, it may have slowed the growth

patience.

of this regional migration corridor.

"We are committed to finding the resolution of our

In many of the GCC countries, tens of thousands of

disputes through discussions and political efforts

migrant workers in the construction, hospitality,

but no one should commit the mistake of testing

retail and transportation sectors lost their jobs due

our patience," Indian Army chief general MM

to the pandemic and were required to return home.

Naravane said.

UN Under-Secretary-General for Economic and
Social Affairs Liu Zhenmin said, "The report
affirms that migration is a part of today's globalised
world and shows how the COVID-19 pandemic has
impacted the livelihoods of millions of migrants
and their families and undermined progress in
achieving the Sustainable Development Goals."
Diasporas contribute to the development of their
countries of origin through the promotion of
foreign investment, trade, access to technology and
financial inclusion.
However, according to projections by the World
Bank, the COVID-19 pandemic may reduce the
volume of remittances sent to low-and middleincome countries from USD 548 billion in 2019 to

The Army chief was talking at the 73rd Army Day
at the National War Memorial in Delhi where Chief
of Defence Staff (CDS) General Bipin Rawat also
paid tributes.
Along with the CDS and army chief general, Air
Force chief Air Chief Marshal RKS Bhadauria and
Chief of the Naval Staff Admiral Karambir Singh,
also paid tribute at the memorial.

Naravane also said that the sacrifice of the "Galwan

for the project under the government’s ambitious

braves will not go in vain."

Central Vista redevelopment plan.

The India Army also paid homage to the 100 battle

The new Parliament building will have a triangular

casualties in the year 2020 on the Army Day today.

shape and is expected to be completed by the 75th

"Army pays homage to the 100 battle casualties in

anniversary of India’s independence in 2022. The

the year 2020 on the Army Day today. These

government plans to hold the monsoon session of

officers and jawans lost their lives in different

Parliament in 2022 in the new building.

operations including the Galwan valley clash in
Eastern Ladakh on June 15," Army said in a tweet.

“The construction work of the Parliament building
has started,” an official said. PM Modi had laid the

On this occasion, Defence Minister Rajnath Singh

foundation stone for the new Parliament building,

also extended his greetings to the Indian Army

which is being constructed by Tata Projects Ltd., on

personnel."Greetings to Indian Army personnel and

December 10 last year. The project is estimated to

their families on the occasion of Army Day. The

cost ₹971 crore.

nation salutes the Indian Army's indomitable
courage, valour and sacrifices. India is proud of
their selfless service to the nation." Singh tweeted.
Army Day is observed every year on January 15 to
celebrate the first Indian Commander-in-Chief of
the Indian Army - Field Marshal Kodandera M
Cariappa. The position was taken over on January
15, 1949, from General Sir Francis Butcher, the last
British Commander-in-Chief of India.

Earlier this week, a 14-member heritage panel gave
its approval to the new Parliament building while
also giving the go-ahead to the Central Vista
redevelopment project.
The Supreme Court had asked the Centre to seek
prior approval from the panel and other relevant
authorities before starting the construction of the
new building.
The construction work could not start earlier as the
government had assured the Supreme Court that no

CENTRA VISTA: CONSTRUCTION WORK
OF NEW PARLIAMENT BUILDING BEGINS

T

construction or demolition work would commence
till the apex court decided the pending pleas on the
issue.
The new structure will come up in front of the

he new Parliament building will

existing Parliament that was built nearly 94 years

have a triangular shape and is

ago at a cost of ₹83 lakh at that time and would

expected to be completed by the
7 5 t h a n n i v e r s a r y o f I n d i a ’s

independence in 2022.
The construction work of the new Parliament
building started on Friday, over a month after Prime
Minister Narendra Modi laid the foundation stone

eventually be turned into a museum.
The new building will house larger Lok Sabha and
Rajya Sabha halls with capacities of 888 seats and
384 seats to accommodate an expanded Parliament
after the freeze on its expansion lifts in 2026. The
Lok Sabha Hall will also have an additional
capacity, up to 1,272 seats, to host joint sessions.

According to the plan, provisions will be made in

her alleged kidnapper cannot by itself be allowed as

furniture for smart displays and biometrics for ease

a defence, for the same would amount to

of voting with an intuitive and graphical interface,

surreptitiously undermining the protective essence

digital language interpretation and recording

of the offence of kidnapping,” Justice Surya Kant

infrastructure to produce real-time metadata,

observed in the recent judgment authored for the

programmable microphones that put the control of

Bench, which included Justice S. Abdul Nazeer.

managing the house with the Speaker.
Besides the new Parliament building, the
redevelopment of the Central Vista -- the nation’s
power corridor -- envisages a common central
secretariat, revamping of the 3-km Rajpath from
Rashtrapati Bhavan to India Gate, new Prime
Minister’s Residence and Prime Minister’s Office,
and a new Vice-President Enclave.
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The case concerned a young man found guilty of

CONSENSUAL LOVE AFFAIR NOT A
DEFENCE AGAINST CRIMINAL CHARGE
OF KIDNAPPING MINOR GIRL: SC
‘THE LAW DEEMS A MINOR INCAPABLE
OF GIVING LAWFUL CONSENT’

kidnapping a 15-year-old in 1998 in Gujarat. The
man said they were in love and the girl had
voluntarily run away with him to get married.
Though he was found guilty of rape by the trial
court, the Gujarat High Court, in 2009, acquitted
him of the crime, but held him guilty of kidnapping
her by enticing her to flee with him.

A

consensual love affair is not a

“Such ‘enticement’ need not be direct or immediate

defence against the criminal

in time and can also be through subtle actions like

charge of kidnapping a minor girl

winning over the affection of a minor girl.

under 18 years of age, the

However, mere recovery of a missing minor from

Supreme Court has held in a judgment.
The law deems a minor incapable of giving lawful
consent, a three-judge Bench led by Justice N.V.

the custody of a stranger would not ipso facto
establish the offence of kidnapping,” the apex court
upheld the High Court verdict on January 12.

Ramana said.

The court referred to eyewitness accounts that the

“

man had “drawn the prosecutrix out of the custody

Section 361 of the Indian Penal Code
(kidnapping from lawful guardianship)

of her parents”.

bestows the ability to make crucial decisions

“Even more crucially, there is little to suggest that

regarding a minor’s physical safety upon his/her

she was aware of the full purport of her actions or

guardians. Therefore, a minor girl’s infatuation with

that she possessed the mental acuities and maturity

to take care of herself. In addition to being young,

Secular Democratic Alliance would stage a dharna

the prosecutrix was not much educated,” Justice

to urge the Centre to recall Lieutenant Governor

Kant noted.

Kiran Bedi.

However, the Supreme Court arraigned several

The indefinite protest would be held from January

mitigating factors against sending the man to jail

8 in front of Raj Niwas, the office-cum-residence of

after a span of 22 years.

Bedi, till she is sent out of the Union Territory, he

It said there was no force used against her. Besides,
the man himself was not older than 18 or 19 at the
time of the crime, and it was admittedly a love
affair. His was a “crime of passion”.
“His actions at such a young and impressionable
age, therefore, ought to be treated with hope for
reform, and not punitively,” the court said.

said. Kick-starting a campaign in neighbouring
Kalapetto mobilise people’s support for the dharna,
he said, "We are not bothered about our posts and
positions and we will face any consequence."`
He said he and his ministerial colleagues,
legislators, leaders and workers of all parties
affiliated to the Secular Democratic Alliance would
take part in the dharna. "We seek support and

Both the parties were now rehabilitated, in their

participation of the people in the dharna and the stir

forties, and settled with their own respective

will continue till Kiran Bedi runs away from

spouses and families.

Puducherry," he said. The Chief Minister, who has
been at loggerheads with the Lieutenant Governor

“There was no grotesque misuse of power, wealth,

on several issues, alleged that the NDA government

status or age which needs to be guarded against.

at the Centre was also keen on dismantling the

Both the prosecutrix and the appellant belonged to

separate status of Puducherry and merge it with

a similar social class and lived in geographical and

neighbouring Tamil Nadu.

cultural vicinity to each other. Far from there being
an imbalance of power; if not for the age of the

Dubbing Bedi as an enemy of the people of

prosecutrix, the two could have been happily

Puducherry and traitor affecting the development of

married and cohabiting today,” the court said.

Puducherry, the Chief Minister said,” All our
proposals to improve the welfare of the people are

It reduced the man’s quantum of sentence to the

rejected by Kiran Bedi although there is a court

period of imprisonment already undergone.

verdict preventing her from intervening in the
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routine administration and governance." He alleged
that welfare schemes like free rice scheme,
assistance to students, developmental programmes

11.01.2021
PROTEST IN PUDHUCHERRY – CM AND Lt.
GOVERNOR AT LOGGERHEADS

for fishermen and jobs for the youth were blocked
by the Lieutenant Governor.
He said the stir should be as massive as the one the

C

farmers were staging across the country,
hief Minister of Puducherry V

particularly in Delhi, for repeal of the farm laws.

Narayanasamy announced on 3rd

The Chief Minister said he and his Cabinet

January,2021 that the Congress-led

colleagues, legislators and leaders of parties of the

alliance had observed dharna in February 2018.
"Only a few of our demands projected through
dharna were fulfilled and we are now reviving the
stir to seek shunting out of Bedi from Puducherry,"
he said.
As earlier said Puducherry Welfare Minister M
Kandasamy continued his dharna for a second day,
protesting the alleged delay on the part of Lt
Governor Kiran Bedi in approving scheme-related
files pertaining to his department. He embarked

A

IMIM chief Asaduddin Owaisi,
who reached Varanasi on Tuesday
to strengthen his party ahead of
the 2022 state assembly polls,

attacked Samajwadi Party chief Akhilesh Yadav,
alleging that he was stopped from coming to the
state 12 times during Yadav’s regime. After success
in the recently held Bihar assembly elections,
Owaisi has tied up with Suheldev Bhartiya Samaj
Party for the 2022 state assembly polls.

upon the protest all of a sudden on the premises of

Speaking to the media upon his arrival in Varanasi

the territorial Assembly and spent the night

and before leaving for Jaunpur, Owaisi said, “When

sleeping on the corridor.

Akhilesh Yadav's government was in the state, we

The Minister told reporters that he had sent as
many as 15 proposals to the Lt Governor for a
discussion with him and to dispose off files relating
to his representations. He said, Bedi had however,

were stopped from coming to the state 12 times.
Now I have arrived. I have come to maintain
friendship with SBSP president Om Prakash
Rajbhar.”

informed him that she would first acquaint herself
with the status of the matters raised by him with
officials concerned and would communicate the
date of a meeting.
Apparently irked by the Lt Governor''s stand, the
Minister began the dharna. He had sought among
other things steps to reopen the closed textile millsAFT, Swadeshi and Sri Bharathi Mills.
Development of the port here was among other
issues he had raised for clearance by the Lt
Governor. The territorial Chief Minister V
Narayanasamy and the lone Lok Sabha member
from Puducherry V Vaithilingam met the Welfare
Minister and held talks with him.
12.01.2021
WHETHER BHARTIYA SAMAJ PARTY

Owaisi has arrived in Varanasi on a day-long visit

CONTEST IN UP ELECTION ALONG WITH

to Purvanchal along with Rajbhar. Earlier, Rajbhar

AIMIM

and Owaisi had met in Lucknow. The question now
is whether the BSP, which is included in the Bihar
coalition, will contest the elections in UP along
with AIMIM or not.

Rajbhar, a former minister in Yogi Adityanath
government, met Owaisi at Babatpur airport in
Va r a n a s i a n d f r o m t h e r e , t h e y w i l l b e
communicating with workers in Jaunpur,
Didarganj, Azamgarh and Phulpur.
In the recently held Bihar Assembly elections,
AIMIM contested with Rajbhar’s SBSP and other
small parties where AIMIM bagged five assembly
seats. The alliance has high hopes with the state

T

he BJP continues to face infighting
after the expansion of the cabinet
in Karnataka. Several MLA’s have
taken a rebellious stand against the

expansion of the cabinet. For the first time, CM BS
Yeddyurappa has broken the silence on the revolt of
legislators. He says the MLAs who have
complained raise the matter before the top
leadership of the party.

assembly polls and it is busy strengthening their

On the allegation of making is closed ones as

footprints in the state.

minister , CM Yeddyurappa said, “I urge all the

The Bhagidari Sankalp Morcha includes other
smaller parties including former UP Minister Babu
Singh Kushwaha's Jan Adhikar Party, Babu Ram
Pal's Rashtriya Uday Party, Anil Singh Chauhan's
Janata Kranti Party and Premchand Prajapati's
Rashtriya Upekshit Samaj Party.

MLAs who are making allegations, he should speak
before the top leadership of the party, nobody is
stopping them. It’s not right to react here and there,
it won’t be good in the party forum, don’t create
any confusion.”

Yeddyurappa said that we have

expanded the cabinet. According to the directions
of our party high command, we have kept a post

In December last year, Owaisi announced his

vacant. I have seen some MLAs alleging that they

party's intention to fight the next state elections in

did not get a ministerial post. I’ve done my best

Uttar Pradesh as part of a front led by Rajbhar, a

even after a boundaries. Some people have made

former BJP ally. "We are now part of Rajbhar's

baseless allegations.

morcha," he said after meeting the Suheldev
Bhartiya Samaj Party chief.

Yeddyurappa further said that 10-12 MLAs have
expressed their displeasure over the cabinet
expansion. If they are really disappointed, they

15.01.2021

should keep their point before the party high
command. It would not be appropriate for them to

C M Y E D D Y U R A P PA G I V E S T H I S

make these statements in the media and create

STATEMENT AFTER CABINET EXPANSION

confusion and show dissatisfaction. These

IN KARNATAKA

statements are against the ideologies of the party.

16.01.2021
INDIA-CHINA STANDOFF: RAJNATH
SINGH PRAISES ARMY FOR ‘RAISING
MORALE AND PRIDE OF THE COUNTRY’

Tensions between both the Asian giants reached its
peak in June last years, when 20 Indian soldiers,
including a Colonel ranked officer, were killed in a
violent clash with China’s PLA troopers at Galwan
Valley.
Both India and China have deployed thousand of
troops and highly sophisticated and mechanized

D

weapons in the forward areas of LAC.
efence Minister Rajnath Singh has
heaped praises on Indain Army for
the ‘charismatic’ performance of the
Indian Army during the India-China

standoff in Ladakh.
Rajnath Singh said that the Army has raised the
morale and pride of the Country by their
‘commendable’ work during the standoff.
“During India-China standoff, commendable work
of Indian Army has raised the morale of the
country, and lifted its head with pride,” said
Defence Minister Rajnath Singh.

16.01.2021
‘ D O N O T H I D E B E H I N D VA C C I N E
NATIONALISM’. DR HARSH VARDHAN,
MANISH TEWARI LOCK HORNS

I

n the midst of the first day of the
nationwide coronavirus vaccination
drive, Union Health

Minister Dr.

Harsh Vardhan and senior Congress

leader Manish Tewari were engaged in a war of
words after the latter questioned the safety and

Rajnath Singh said this in Lucknow while attending

efficacy of the two indigenous Covid-19 vaccines.

the foundation laying ceremony of a new hospital
at Headquarters of the Indian Army’s Central

The Health Minister accused the Congress of

Command.

spreading ‘distrust and rumours’ and said that the
science behind the vaccines is ‘resolute’. ‘Our

Rajnath Singh had reiterated India’s resolve to

scientists have worked at lightning speed to

stand firm and defend its territory

expedite functions that contribute to development
of a vaccine but not a single function has been

Rajnath Singh cautioned “any superpower” against

circumvented,’ he tweeted. ‘Safety above all else

challenging India.

has been the guiding principle!’

“If any superpower wants to hurt our pride then our

Responding to the Dr. Harsh Vardhan’s attack,

soldiers are capable of giving them a befitting

Tewari said his concerns were ‘real and not

reply,” Rajnath Singh said.

imagined’ and accused the Health Minister of

Notably India and China have been locked in a
prolonged stand-off at the Line of Actual Control
(LAC) in Ladakh sector since May last year.

hiding behind ‘vaccine nationalism’. It is not fear
Mongering. Look what is happening in Norway. It
may be a different vaccine but do not hide behind

vaccine nationalism,’ he wrote on Twitter.
‘Expected better of you sir.’
Earlier today, Tewari questioned the basis on which

I

n his foreword to the bi-annual
Financial Stability Report (FSR), Das
said easy liquidity and financing
conditions have shored up the financial

the two vaccines – Serum Institute of India’s

parameters of banks, but made it clear that the

Covishield and Bharat Biotech’s Covaxin – were

“available accounting numbers obscure a true

granted approval. He further alleged that the

recognition of stress”.

Covaxin vaccine was cleared ‘sans due process’.
He asked banks to exploit the current conditions to
Tewari was referring to 23 deaths in Norway a

augment capital and also alter their business

short time after receiving their first dose of the

models, which will help in the future.

vaccine. Accordin to the Norwegian Medicines
Agency, of those deaths, 3 have been autopsied,

The RBI had declared a six-month moratorium

with the results suggesting that common side

which ended in August and later announced a one-

effects may have contributed to severe reactions in

time loan recast package to help borrowers. Many

frail, elderly people.

banks, especially the private sector ones, have
already raised safety capital in the early days of the

A few hours before PM Narendra Modi launced the
nationwide inoculation exercise, the Congress
leader tweeted: ‘It is all a bit puzzling. India has no
policy framework for authorising emergency use.
Yet, two vaccines have been approved for restricted
use in emergency situation.’

pandemic.
Fiscal authorities are witnessing revenue shortfalls
and the resultant expansion in the market
borrowing programme of the government has
“imposed additional pressures on banks”, Das
said.The disconnect between certain segments of

India flagged off the world’s biggest inoculation

financial markets and the real economy has been

drive yet earlier today, with three crore healthcare

accentuating in recent times, he said, warning that

and frontline workers first in line to be vaccinated

the stretched valuations of financial assets pose

against the deadly disease. On Day 1, around 100

risks to financial stability.

beneficiaries each will be given the first shots of
the two indigenous Covid-19 vaccines at 3,006
session across the country.

Das asked banks and financial intermediaries to be
cognisant of these risks and spillovers in an
interconnected financial system.
Financial stability is a precondition for supporting

ECONOMIC NEWS
PANDEMIC THREATENS TO RESULT IN

the mission of restoring economic growth and
livelihoods, Das said, conceding that “we have
been scarred by the COVID-19 pandemic”.

B A L A N C E S H E E T I M PA I R M E N T S ,
CAPITAL SHORTFALLS AT LENDERS:
SHAKTIKANTA DAS

11.01.2021
P R I VA T E

INVESTMENT

MANUFACTURING JUMPS 102%

IN

The fall in the state-promoted investment in quarter
3 is not a good sign said Shashikant hedge , director
and CEO of Projects today , This has raised private
sectors share in new projects from 40% in previous
quarter to 49.5 % in quarter 3 he added .
Mr. Hegde said the sequential increase registered in
fresh projects by private sector of 102 .5 % in the
second quarter , which indicates willingness of the
private mothers to undertake the capacity building
future overall fresh projects expenditure between
April and December 2020 remained 26.15 lower
than the same period a year ago indicating that we
are still far away from the moral projected
expenditure in the pre COVID-19 19 period the
firms latest “survey of projects investment in India

A

“ noted.
fter a sudden declined in an
economy due to the COVID19,
there is good news for the Indian

SHAH: COAL SECTOR WILL BE MAJOR

economy, there is a growth seen in

CONTRIBUTOR TO $5-TN ECONOMY

the private investments in the third quarter of

GOAL

2020-2021, which leaded by a 102 % surge in
manufacturing investments which helped India to
register a healthy 10/3 % increase in fresh project
in quarter 3 as compare to the previous quarter.
However, the new capital expenditure proposals
from the government was not successful and it was
collapsed between October and December 2020
as funding constraints began to pinch
the States, dragging their new project investments
down nearly 25% from the previous quarters |.

C

oal sector plays a significant role in
India economy it contributes on an
around 10% of the economy to
achieve $5 Tn economy our home

minister, on Monday launched the single window
clearance portal for starting coal mines in the
country and also said the coal sector would be a
major contributor towards the goal of a $5trillioneconomy

The Q3 project investment number suggest a

“The pandemic may slow down our speed in

reversal from recent years of the government

realising the dream of becoming a $5-trillion

capital expenditure propping up the economy while

economy but we will certainly achieve it,” he said,

the private sector remained reluctant to invest due

noting that reforms under the Narendra Modi

to the flat consumer demand which is affected and

government had brought transparency and ease of

weak balance sheets said projects today and

doing business to the coal sector, which was earlier

independent firm that tracks investment projects .

though to be contributing less than one-third of its

total potential to the country’s economy.” The

will be one of the prime reasons for the faster credit

launch also included the signing of agreements with

growth estimate in financial year 2022, the

19 successful bidders during the first ever auction

brokerage said.

of coal blocks for commercial mining, which had
concluded in November Shah said the

American brokerage BofA Securities on Friday said

operationalisation of the coal blocks allocated to

the Indian economy continues to be weak, pointing

the19 bidders would bring states annual revenues of

to activity indicators tracked by it. On the positive

Rs6,500 crore and create more than 70,000jobs.

side, the brokerage said credit demand is bottoming
out and the real lending rates adjusted for

Also, coal minister said “Presently, about19major

wholesale price inflation are falling.

approvals, or clearances are required before starting
the coalmine in the country. In the absence of
unified platform for grant of clearances, companies
were required to approach different departments,
leading to delay in the operationalisation of the coal
mines” He added that the portal would be
operationalised in phased manner.
Clearances including environment and forest
clearances, wild life clearance, clearances related to
safety, and rehabilitation of project-affected
families among others are set to be granted via the

It can be noted that there has been a slew of reports

portal which is already capable of providing for

lately about a stronger recovery being underway

mining pans on launch, according to a government

after the jolt caused by the pandemic. The

release. An expert, who requested anonymity, said

government expects the GDP to contract 7.7 per

some coal blocks auctioned as far back as 2015 had

cent in financial year 2021 because of the reverses.

still not been operationalised due to delays in

The bad news is that the continued drop in our Bof

obtaining clearances.

India Activity Indicator reinforces our view that the
economy still remains weak, the brokerage said in a
note.
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The indicator fell by (-) 0.6 per cent in November
INDIAN ECONOMY ‘WEAK’, CREDIT

on top of the (-) 0.8 per cent in October, and 4.6 per

GROWTH BOTTOMING OUT, SAYS BOF

cent drop in the September quarter, it said, adding,

SECURITIES REPORT

this supports our call of GVA (gross value added)
contractions of (-)1 per cent in the December
quarter and (-) 6.7 per cent in FY21. On the credit

A

merican brokerage BofA Securities on
Friday said the Indian economy
continues to be weak, pointing to
activity indicators tracked by it. WPI

growth front, it said the rise in banking system
advances seems to have bottomed out and the
system will close with a growth of 6.2 per cent in
the financial year 2021. The credit growth for
financial year 2022 will come at 12 per cent, it said.

It can be noted that credit growth had been

very decisive steps to deal with the pandemic and

declining for the last few years, in sync with a dip

to deal with the economic consequences of it,

in the overall economic growth which has been on

Georgieva said. The IMF is scheduled to release its

the downward spiral since demonetization in late

World Economic Update on January 26. Talking

2016 as borrowers went slow on expansion. The

about India, she said it was a very dramatic

real lending rates adjusted for WPI will be one of

lockdown for a country of this size of the

the prime reasons for the faster credit growth

population with people clustered so closely

estimate in financial year 2022, the brokerage said.

together.

Nominal MCLR (marginal cost of funding based
lending rate) is down 1.45 per cent since March
2019 and the real MCLR (adjusted for WPI) is
down 1.50 per cent on RBI easing and the core
WPI inflation inching up further to 3.1 per cent
from 2.3 per cent in November 2020. The RBI has
cut interest rates in two moves after the emergence
of the pandemic but has kept rates on hold for the
last three consecutive policy reviews because of
high consumer price inflation.

“Then India moved to more targeted restrictions
and lockdowns. What we see is that that transition,
combined with policy support, seems to have
worked well. Why Because if you look at mobility
indicators, we are almost where we were before
COVID in India, meaning that economic activities
have been revitalised quite significantly, she said.
What the government has done on the monetary
policy and the fiscal policy side is commendable. It
is actually slightly above the average for emerging
markets. Emerging markets on average have
provided six per cent of the GDP. In India, this is

INDIA TOOK ‘VERY DECISIVE’ STEPS TO

slightly above that. Good for India is that there is

DEAL WITH CORONAVIRUS PANDEMIC:

still space to do more.. If you can do more, please

IMF CHIEF KRISTALINA GEORGIEVA

do, Georgieva said. According to the IMF
Managing Director, 2021 is the year to use that

I

space. But use it wisely in a more targeted manner
MF Managing Director Kristalina

and to support an accelerated transformation of the

Georgieva has praised India for taking

economy. Because what we see is amazing how

“very decisive” steps to deal with the

much faster structural change takes place. And

coronavirus pandemic and its economic

policymakers ought to be leaning forward in this

consequences and asked the country to do more this

environment to support this structural

year to support an accelerated transformation of the

transformation and to cushion the impact it has on

economy. Participating in a global media

those that are on the losing side of it, she said.

roundtable on Thursday, the chief of the

Georgieva said that she is impressed by the appetite

International Monetary Fund predicted a less bad

for structural reforms that India is retaining. We

outlook for India in the upcoming World Economic

welcome that. No question those reforms, and

Update due to the steps taken by it. When I called

actually that applies very much to South Africa…

on everybody to stay tuned for January 26, that

will determine competitiveness in the future. We

applies very much to India. You would see a picture

need higher productivity. We need more vibrant and

in our update that is less bad. Why Because the

inclusive economies. And they are not going to fall

country actually has taken very decisive action,

from the sky. There have to be reforms that support

Going ahead, he said, financial institutions in India

them, she said.

have to walk a tightrope in nurturing the economic

Welcoming the fact that India does not give up on
structural reforms, she said: And I’m saying, yes,
do it! Because the world change is accelerating and
economies have to be agile and adaptable to
change… We have to be constantly leaning
forward. At the same time, she said that one of the
aspects of India’s reforms that are still lagging is on
gender equality. I want to just stress it is scary to
see how we are losing ground on gender equality
over these months so fast. Women are front line
workers, but they are also, by and large, in the
contact intensive industries hit. They are often in
the informal economy, help cannot easily reach
them, so they are hit.” ….once people start losing
jobs, who is to lose jobs first [Again] women are on
the front line. Labour market participation in India
for women has been low. It is shrinking…I know

recovery within the overarching objective of
preserving long-term stability of the financial
system. The current COVID-19 pandemic related
shock will place greater pressure on the balance
sheets of banks in terms of non-performing assets,
leading to erosion of capital, he said, adding
building buffers and raising capital by banks “both
in the public and private sector “will be crucial not
only to ensure credit flow but also to build
resilience in the financial system. We have advised
all banks, large non-deposit taking NBFCs and all
deposit-taking NBFCs to assess the impact of
COVID-19 on their balance sheet, asset quality,
liquidity, capital adequacy, and work out possible
mitigation measures, including capital planning,
capital raising, and contingency liquidity planning,
among others,” he said.

the government is paying attention, it is moving in

Prudently, a few large public sector banks (PSBs)

that [direction], but there is so much space to tap

and major private sector banks (PVBs) have

into the productive potential of women and the

already raised capital, and some have plans to raise

entrepreneurial potential of women, Georgieva

further resources taking advantage of benign

said. The IMF in its October outlook projected

financial conditions. “This process needs to be put

India to contract by a massive 10.3 per cent in

on the fast track,” he added. The governor said

2020.However, India is likely to bounce back with

recent experience across countries during the

an impressive 8.8 per cent growth rate in 2021, it

pandemic suggest that banks, non-banks, financial

had said.

markets and payment systems remain at the core of
financial stability issues, there was a need to work
much closer at the system in its entirety. “In this

ECONOMIC NEWS

sense, the overall objective of financial stability
policies should be closely intertwined with the

RBI REMAINS STEADFAST TO TAKE ANY

health of the real economy,” he noted.

FURTHER MEASURES TO SUPPORT
GROWTH: SHAKTIKANTA DAS

The financial stability needs to be seen in a broader
perspective and must include not just the stability

I

of the financial system and price stability but also
n a bid to maintain financial stability, Das
emphasised the need for banks to raise
resources in advance as a buffer.

‘fiscal sustainability and external sector viability’,
Das said. Noting that good governance will have to
be supported by effective risk management
functions and assurance mechanisms, he said banks

and non-banking finance institutions need to

by 10.8% to $66.7 billion, marking the lowest level

identify risks early, monitor them closely and

of inbound shipments since 2016. India’s exports to

manage them effectively. The risk management

China, however, jumped 16%, crossing the $20

function in banks and NBFCs should evolve with

billion mark for the first time to a record high of

changing times as technology becomes all-

$20.86 billion. The trade deficit, a source of friction

pervasive and should be in sync with international

in bilateral ties, shrank to $45.8 billion, the lowest

best practices. In this context, instilling an

level since 2015. While there was no immediate

appropriate risk culture in the organisation is

brea up of the data for 2020, India’s biggest import

important,” he said.

in 2019 was electrical machinery and equipment,

A robust assurance mechanism by way of internal
audit function was another important component of
sound corporate governance and risk management,
Das said, adding it provides independent evaluation
and assurance to the Board that the “operations

worth $20.17 billion. Other major imports in 2019
were organic chemicals ($8.39 billion) and
fertilisers ($1.67 billion), while India’s top exports
that year were iron ore, organic chemicals, cotton
and unfinished diamonds.

were performed in accordance with set policies and

China was “the world’s only major economy to

procedures”.

have registered positive growth in foreign trade in

He said the central bank has already taken a
number of measures and would continue to do so.
Recent efforts in this direction were geared towards
enhancing the role and stature of compliance and
internal audit functions in banks by clarifying
supervisor expectations and aligning the guidelines
with best practices. “Some more measures on
improving governance in banks and NBFCs are in
the pipeline,” he said.

goods,” said Li Kulwin, spokesperson of the GAC,
with China’s foreign trade and exports in the first
10 months of the year accounting for a record
12.8% and 14.2% share of the global totals,
respectively. That was reflected in the annual
export figures, as China posted sharp increases with
most of its major trading partners. Exports to the
ASEAN bloc, China’s largest trading partner last
year with bilateral trade amounting to $684 billion,
rose 6.7%, while exports to the EU, China’s second
largest trading partner, also rose 6.7% as total trade
reached $649 billion. Despite the trade war with the

TRADE WITH CHINA SHRANK IN 2020, DEF

U.S. and the pandemic, two-way trade was up 8.3%

ICIT AT FIVE YEAR LOW

to $586 billion, with China’s exports rising 7.9% to
reach a record $451 billion. The trade surplus with

I

the U.S. expanded to $317 billion in 2020,
ndia’s trade with China declined last

compared with the $288 billion figure at the end of

year to the lowest level since 2017, with

President Donald Trump’s first year in office in

the trade deficit narrowing to a five-

2017, underlining the limited impact of his tariff

year low as the country imported far

measures as he ends his presidency.

fewer goods from its northern neighbour Bilateral
trade slid 5.6% to $87.6 billion, according to new
figures from China’s General Administration of

k

Customs (GAC). India’s imports from China shrank

LEGAL NEWS

SAME GENDER HARASSMENT

be interpreted against the backdrop of social

COMPLAINT MAINTAINABLE UNDER

perspective. In the Court’s opinion, sexual

SEXUAL HARASSMENT OF WOMEN AT

harassment has to pertain to a person’s dignity, and

WORKPLACE ACT.

a person of the same gender can also hurt the
dignity and modesty of a person.

I

n a vital verdict, Calcutta High Court has
held that same-gender complaints are

Further, u/s 3(2) acts contemplated therein can be
perpetrated by any gender noted the Court.

valid/maintainable under Sexual
Harassment of Women at Workplace Act

which also referred to as the POSH Act.
The Bench opined that Section 2m of the Act shows

SC ANNOUNCES, 'RULES FOR LIVESTREAMING COURT PROCEEDINGS
BEING FINALIZED'

that the term ‘respondent’ means a ‘person’,

institution’s Internal Complaint Committee of

D

refusing to take up a complaint by stating that the

litigants attended from different locations. Justice

respondent and the complaint belonged to the same

(retired) of the Bombay High Court, RC Chavan,

gender.

the vice-chairperson of the Supreme Court e-

including persons of all genders.
Background:
The petitioner challenged action taken by an

Arguments:

ue to the pandemic and consequent
lockdown, 2020 saw courts across
the country switching to virtual
proceedings that judges, lawyers and

committee on the technological changes in the
judicial system, tells The Indian Express that the

Petitioner’s counsel argued that the Act was not

pandemic provided the opportunity to push for

enacted to address same-gender complaints. The

virtual courts and e-filing of cases.

respondent’s counsel referred to UGC rules
regarding sexual harassment and argued that the
regulations to cover allegation of same-gender
sexual harassment complaints; he also stated that
the case was maintainable under the POSH Act.
Observations and Reasoning of the Court:
The Court observed that even though same-gender
sexual harassment might seem a bit odd, they not

How do you see the year gone by and the changes it

improbable. The Court stated that Indian society is

brought to the judiciary?

adopting a dynamic model, and people are debating
the issue of same-sex marriage as well.

Due to the pandemic, physical appearances by
parties in courts were not possible. We took this

Hon’ble Court opined that the definition of sexual

opportunity to push for virtual hearings and e-

harassment cannot be a static concept and should

filing. This is not just for the pandemic, rather a

permanent solution to reduce footfall in courts.

the Northeast which are not connected as yet due to

Otherwise, too, courts are overcrowded with more

connectivity problems. You will be surprised to

than 3.5 crore cases pending, with most between

know, in Mumbai, the juvenile court is also facing

3-5 years. It is necessary to push for virtual courts,

this problem. We discussed in the meeting that if

e-filing, and we have been working on this for long,

BSNL or MTNL connectivity is a problem in these

but the pandemic provided the opportunity to push

areas, there can be satellite connectivity in these

for these initiatives. The facilities to an extent were

courts. During the pandemic, there was a high

in place. For instance, the video-conferencing

demand as people were working from home.

equipment though rudimentary was present in

Internet providers too will have to augment the

many courts. Last year, the infrastructure was

supply accordingly.

augmented to ensure that video-conferencing is
available in all courts.

Another issue was video-conference licences. We
initially worked on Zoom. Now, 3,500 licenses of

We also implemented intelligent scheduling. This

Vidyo Connect have been acquired and provided to

was to ensure that people do not rush to court at

courts last year.

11am when they open. Litigants and lawyers were
given a time schedule through staggered timings for
appearance. We also set up a system for staggering
the causelist. Hundreds of cases are listed in courts
daily and not all of them are taken up for hearing.
During the pandemic, since courts were working in
limited shifts, a Covid-19 plan was set up to enable
all courts to adjourn the cases in advance, and send
SMSes to the parties concerned. Close to a crore
SMSes were sent across the country under this
plan. This served as an electronic pass to enter the
courts.
Some lawyer associations were apprehensive about

Also, the Chief Justice of India spoke of technology
divide. We took note of that. An e-service centre
was inaugurated in his home town in Nagpur. These
centres have since been set up in almost all district
courts and High Courts where all services are
provided free of charge. There are some courts
where this has not been possible but it will be set
up. We also discussed in the meeting to request
legal services authority to enable use of their
mobile vans to ensure access of these facilities to
those who cannot reach courts.
What about rural areas?

trials being held virtually. Recently, Supreme Court

In rural areas, every gram panchayat has a citizen

judges also commented on the glitches being

service centre. In Maharashtra, I have spoken to

experienced in these virtual hearings. How will that

Hasan Mushrif, the minister for rural development,

be resolved?

about allowing these centres to be used by people

Yes, it is true. When we start something new, some
hiccups are bound to happen. When we started
using technology, there were some issues. The main
concern is of adequate bandwidth. We had a
meeting with the joint secretary of the Department

to access e-courts since they have the facilities
available, including computers and printers. This is
already being done in some states and we are
positive about extending this facility in remote
villages as well.

of Justice. There are about 100 places such as some

One aspect, which we also hope to improve upon,

courts in Lakshadweep, Andaman and Nicobar

is that currently courts require physical copies to be

Islands, Jammu and Kashmir and some districts in

filed within seven days of e-filing. This negates the

purpose of e-filing and burdens courts with heaps
of documents which can be avoided.
The Supreme Court had issued guidelines to allow
live-streaming of court proceedings. What is the
status of that and will it eventually trickle down to
trial courts to bring about more transparency?
The Chairperson of the e-committee, Justice DY
Chandrachud, who is the author of the judgment
(on allowing live-streaming), is concerned that we
should begin live-streaming promptly. We are in the
process of finalising live-streaming rules and at
least 10 meetings have been held so far. One
concern is the bandwidth which will be required to

A

Single-Judge Vacation Bench of
the High Court of Andhra Pradesh
comprising Justice M. Ganga Rao
on Monday granted stay till further

orders on the State Election Commission’s decision
to hold gram panchayat (GP) elections in 4 phases
next month.
Advocate-General S. Sriram asserted that the action
of the SEC was premeditated & swayed by material
extraneous to record & mala fide. He insisted that
the SEC treated the concerns raised by the
government as adversarial but not as a participant
in the process of fixing the election schedule.

beam proceedings from 18,000 courts. We are

The A-G said the duty to be fair, reasonable & non-

trying to suggest that in all cases of public

arbitrary equally applied to the SEC. He observed

importance, live-streaming will be a must. Cases of

that the SEC had said at the time of postponing the

violence against women and children, in-camera

elections for MPTCs & ZPTCs that it would

proceedings will not be included. In other cases, we

resume the process from where it is stopped. But, it

are suggesting that if there is no demand for it, only

(SEC) set the ball rolling for gram panchayat

those who want a link to the proceedings will be

elections without making a mention of the MPTC

provided access. This is the framework which will

& ZPTC elections.

hopefully be finalised by this month. It will be
discussed by a committee of five judges from five
High Courts. Video-conferencing will be used and
augmented as required.

Mr. Sriram said the SEC did not apply its mind to
the enormity of the ground situation arising from
vaccination, the involvement of many Govt
departments in it & the deployment of men &
resources for tackling the COVID pandemic.

12.01.2021
ANDHRA PRADESH HIGH COURT STAYS
GRAM PANCHAYAT ELECTIONS

Appearing for the SEC, Senior Counsel N. Ashwani
Kumar said the Govt had been seeking
postponement of the elections on one pretext or the
other, but Justice Ganga Rao observed that the
impugned order of the SEC ought to be suspended
in the interest of public health.
In the plea filed by it on Saturday, the government
maintained that the vaccination drive would be akin
to a general election & its entire machinery would
be involved in the process.

The Court-mandated consultative process was

Shanti Jewellers -- had filed their respective pleas

going to be a farce & an empty formality going by

through counsel, Vishal Tiwari & Advocate-on-

the tone & tenor of the letters which State Election

Record (AoR) Abhigya Kushwah, before

Commissioner N. Ramesh Kumar wrote to the

the Supreme Court in connection with loan

Chief Secretary & Principal Secretary (Panchayat

moratorium case.

Raj) regarding the conduct of elections, it was
stated.

The petitioners alleged that the respondent, RBI, &
others, allegedly had declared the account of the
petitioners as NPA & thus flouted the stay order of
the Supreme Court of Sept 3, 2020, & thereby RBI

17.01.2021

committed contempt of court, & the Supreme

PETITIONS IN SC SEEKING DIRECTION

Court should initiate the contempt of court

FOR

proceedings against the RBI.

CONTEMPT

OF

COURT

PROCEEDINGS AGAINST RBI GOVERNOR,
OTHERS

A

Tiwari told that the apex court's order was flouted
by many banks & borrowers suffered a lot.
The petitioners also sought a direction from the top

number of pleas had been filed
before the Apex Court seeking
its direction for initiation of

court that the contemnors should compensate for
the damage caused to the petitioners by their
contemptuous act, the petition stated.

Contempt of Court proceedings

They also sought a direction from the Supreme

& punishing Reserve Bank of India

Court that the respondents should grant a grace

Governor Shaktikanta Das, & others for allegedly

period of 90 days to the petitioner before declaring

& willfully violating the Supreme Court's order/

its account, NPA, the petition claimed.

directions of September 3, 2020.

The respondents are duty-bound to promulgate the
orders of this apex court throughout the country but
they deliberately did not do it. The September 3
order was operational on all lending institutions &
banks throughout the country & was passed in the
favour of all borrowers' accounts to grant relief
from financial stress during COVID-19, the
petitioners alleged.

The Supreme Court had passed the order on the

The contemptuous act of the respondents has not

loan moratorium case in Sept 2020 & said those

only disobeyed the court's order but has also caused

accounts that have not been declared non-

severe irreparable damage & loss to the petitioners

performing assets (NPAs) as on Aug 31, 2020,

(firm), the petitioners claimed.

cannot be declared as such until further notice.

The contemptuous act of the respondents has

The petitioners -- Gorakh Pandurang Nawade,

shaken the confidence of the public & has degraded

Suryakant Prabhakar Pawar, Pritam Sengupta, &

the trust of the borrowers. In this pandemic, where

all borrowers are passing through the worst

•

If it interferes or obstructs the

scenario that this stay order was operational

administration of justice.

throughout the nation & was in the public interest,
the petitions said.

In the petition, only the sub-clause (i) has been

The stay order was operating as the life-saving drug

challenged by the petitioners. The petitioners

to the petitioner but the contemptuous act of the

contended that the provision has an extensive

respondent has brought a major setback to the firm

import and cannot be objectively interpreted. The

& its survival has become critical, the petitioners

plea mentioned an example where a traffic cop

claimed.

questioned a beacon on a judge’s car and was held

On Tuesday, the high court of Karnataka sought
response from the central government in a petition

in contempt on the grounds of scandalising the
Court.

challenging the validity of section 2(c) (1) of

The petitioners prayed the Court to frame

contempt of court act which criminalises the

guidelines and rules that would define the Superior

publication of any matter which could lower the

Court’s process while taking criminal contempt

authority of courts.

action.

The petitioners’ Senior Counsel Prashant Bhushan,
Hindu group director N Ram, former minister Arun
Shourie and journalist Krishna Prasad have stated

12.01.2021

that Section 2(c)(i) has a chilling effect on the right

SIKHS IN US EXTEND SUPPORT TO

to freedom of speech.

FARMERS’ STIR IN INDIA

Hon’ble Chief Justice AS Oka issued notice to the
Central Government and posted the case for
hearing in February 2021.
Under the Contempt of Courts Act, two kinds of
contempt are defined: criminal contempt and civil
contempt.
Section 2(c)(i) of the Act deals with criminal
contempt and publication of material against the
Court. The Section has three sub-clauses which
explain when Act or publication could amount to
criminal contempt: •

•

I

ndian-Americans in the USA see the
massive farmer protests on the
outskirts of New Delhi through an
American lens. When the farmers,

many from the Punjab were met with tear gas,
water canons and lathi sticks, it was reminiscent of
what happened in the USA to some Black Lives
Matter demonstrators says Hardayal Singh, the US
director for International Civil Rights and
Humanitarian Development for United Sikhs, a
global humanitarian organization. The response has

Is an act or publication scandalised or

come from many diverse sectors of the expatriate

lowers the authority of the Court?

Indian communities spread across America, not just

If it interferes or prejudices with a judicial
proceeding.

from Sikhs, says Singh. Given the pandemic
situation, many of the demonstrations involved
caravans of automobiles driving to Indian
consulates in cities where they exist— New York,

San Francisco, Chicago, and Houston. His

opportunities and bring new technologies to

organization has provided shelter material and

agriculture

medical assistance to the thousands of farmers who
are protesting. In America it has organized
numerous discussions in the virtual meeting space

14.01.2021

of the Internet with Congressional persons and
other influential Americans. Asked about relations

HIGH COURT EXPOUNDS: SAME-GENDER

between the new Biden-Harris Administration and

SEXUAL HARASSMENT COMPLAINTS ARE

India, Arrayal Singh said it mostly depended on

MAINTAINABLE UNDER THE POSH ACT,

how Prime Minister Narenda Modi reacted,

2013

acknowledging that with US Vice President Kamala
Harris of Indian decent, there should be a better

community made clear its opposition to what is

O

happening back in India. Many Indians living in the

Complaints Committee Vivekananda College &

USA, he says, are not in farming here but have

Ors. comprising of Justice Sabyasachi

families who farm in India.” They care deeply

Bhattacharyya, J. held that the same-gender Sexual

about the plots of land that have been in their

Harassment complaints are maintainable under the

family for generations. Indian farmers, they told

POSH Act.

understanding regarding marginalized communities
in India and America.

Govinder Singh works for

the same organization in Dallas. He says that local

n 27.11.2020, The High Court of
Calcutta hearing a Constitutional Writ
Jurisdiction in the case of Dr.
Malabika Bhattacharjee v. Internal

this reporter, have been quite successful in
California, with land holdings much larger than
what they had at home. “The land is loved like a
child. If you take care if it properly it will take care
of you by producing a crop,” said Singh. The Bay
Bridge to San Francisco was blocked for a time on
the weekend as protestors from around the state
organized a miles long caravan to the consulate on
540 Arguello Boulevard, in the heart of downtown
San Francisco. Demonstrations also took place in

Issue before the Court : The question of gender

Indianapolis, Indiana and in Toronto, Canada. All

equality acquires primacy in deciding whether a

intended to let the world now how angry the Sikh

complaint falls within the periphery of the Sexual

community is and urge condemnation of the hastily

Harassment of Women at Workplace (Prevention,

passed laws. Farmer organizations say the

Prohibition, and Redressal) Act, 2013. In the

legislation will dismantle the minimum price

present case, since the gender of the complainant

support system (MPS) and make small farmers

and the respondent is the same, the question of the

vulnerable to corporate agribusiness. The

Act being invoked.

government, of course, has a different point of
view, saying the new laws will give farmers better

Petitioner Contentions: Petitioner submits before
the Court that the act as alleged, could not fall

within the purview of “sexual harassment” as

The Court further said: "If Section 3(2) is looked

contemplated in the Sexual Harassment of Women

into, it is seen that the acts contemplated therein

at Workplace (Prevention, Prohibition and

can be perpetrated by the members of any gender

Redressal) Act, 2013.

interse.

Further, the petitioner places particular reliance on
the definition of “sexual harassment” in Section
2(n) of the said Act and seeks to impress upon the
Court that the acts contemplated therein have no
nexus with the present complaint.

BUSINESS NEWS
UNION BUDGET 2021: HOW IS BUDGET
KEPT A SECRET AND HAS IT EVER BEEN
LEAKED?

Respondent Contentions: Respondent submits
before the Court, “that on the basis of the
University Grants Commission (Prevention,
Prohibition and Redressal of Sexual Harassment of
Women Employees and Students in Higher
Educational Institutions) Regulations, 2015 and

F

inance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman
will be presenting the eighth budget
of the Narendra Modi-led NDA
government on the 1st of February in

submits that the said Regulations are broad enough

the Lok Sabha with focus on steering the

to encompass respondents of all genders, implicitly

pandemic-battered economic and pushing growth.

meaning that the gender of the complainant and the

The budget-making is a highly secretive process, so

respondents can very well be the same in order to

much so that the even the officials involved in

attract the rigors of the Regulations, which govern

preparing the documents are closely monitored by

the present parties as well.”

the Intelligence Bureau personnel and the Delhi

“By placing particular reliance on Regulation 8(2),

Police until the day of presentation.

learned counsel for the private respondent argues

The documents are guarded closely by the

that the expression “the respondents shall file his/

government to prevent any kind of leak to the press

her reply” has been used therein, thereby bringing

or other institutions in days leading up to their

within its purview respondents of both genders.”

presentation. For now the officials involved in the

“To be read with the definition of “respondent” in
Section 2(m) of the 2013 Act, which contemplates
“a person” as a respondent, indicates clearly,
according to the private respondent, that samegender allegations can also be entertained under the

budget-process remain cut-off from their families,
while the Ministry itself is heavily guarded by
security personnel. They are allowed to use their
phone or meet people only after the presentation
ceremony is completed.

2013 Act.”

Has a budget ever been leaked?

Court Findings : The Court dismissed the writ

Certain portions of the budget for financial year

petition and further observed that the definition of

1950-51 were leaked ahead of the presentation in

"sexual harassment"in Section 2(n) cannot be a

the parliament. After the occurrence of this

static concept but has to be interpreted against

incident, the printing of the document, which used

the backdrop of the social perspective.

to take place at Rashtrapati Bhawan, was shifted to
Minto Road. The country's Finance Minister was

John Mathai when the budget incident took place.

one will have their account suspended or deleted on

However, since then, not even a single section of

February 8. We're also going to do a lot more to

the document has been leaked prior to its

clear up the misinformation around how privacy

presentation. In today’s date , the documents are

and security work on WhatsApp. We'll then go to

printed at the North Block basement.

people gradually to review the policy at their own

The Finance Ministry commences the planning and
preparation of the budget months before the budget
session. The printing of the documents takes place
nearly a week prior to the presentation with a
customary 'Halwa ceremony.' The budget comes to
effect on April 1, only after it has been passed by
the Lok Sabha. Earlier, Railway Budget used to be
presented separately, though the practise was ended
by the BJP-led Central government in 2016.

16.01.2021
WHATSAPP POSTPONES PRIVACY POLICY
UPDATE BY THREE MONTHS AMID
SEVERE BACKLASH BY USERS

F

acing a severe backlash over its
newly updated privacy policy, instant
messaging giant WhatsApp on Friday
(local time) announced a delay of

three months in its planned privacy update. This
delay is aimed at giving the users more time to
review the policy and accept the terms of the
Facebook-owned messaging app.
The decision of postponement of the privacy update
has been taken due to "misinformation causing
concern" among people, with tens of millions of its
users moving from the platform to rivals like Signal
and Telegram. Initially the policy change was
scheduled to come into effect on February 8.
"We're now moving back the date on which people
will be asked to review and accept the terms. No

pace before new business options are available on
May 15," WhatsApp's blog post read.

